
SELF PROMOTION

Ooze confidence and build a highly credible
reputation that naturally earns you the
recognition and rewards you deserve.

Toolkit
THE NON-ICKY



Record your big (and little) wins

Track your progress

1.

2.

Doing outstanding work is the first step of course, but it is
pretty much the bare minimum in today’s competitive
workplace. It is critical that you ensure that your manager
and others in the organisation, hear about your successes
and see the value of your contribution to the business.

Before you can begin to talk and share your accomplishments you
first need to know exactly what they are! Keep a running record so
that when the perfect opportunity arises for you to showcase 
your success, you’ll know exactly what to highlight.
 
(NB This is especially helpful during your
quarterly and annual reviews since this is the
time when your contributions will be evaluated
and measured against everyone else’s).
 

Make sure you agree your goals and
objectives with your manager (as well as
making sure they know your ambitions – and 

that you can discuss what you need to do to achieve them) and then
schedule time to sit down with them regularly to track your progress.
 
Do NOT leave this until your annual review!

Share Your Story
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Share a “Business update” with your manager

Get cosy with the “CC” button

Turn your success into a story

3.

4.

5.

Want your boss to notice you right now and forever keep you
on their radar?
 
Use the wins from your achievements record to compose a
weekly/fortnightly or monthly e-mail to your boss; word it as a
status update on the business vs. a “look what I’ve done”
bragging e-mail.

If you’re not quite ready to send the
business update e-mail, then “cc” can
be your best friend. When you receive
a compliment from a client, a thank
you from a colleague or a project
comes to a successful conclusion “cc”
your manager in your reply, in which
you’re being gracious (of course).

Rattling off your achievements as a long list may get you
noticed but would definitely fall into the “icky” category.
 
The classy way to share how you saved the client money or
helped with a winning pitch is to turn your success into a story;
tell it as an interesting or (if appropriate) amusing anecdote.
Human beings respond really well to stories, they make
information more memorable, sound way less icky and you
might it even become an office legend if you tell it right…
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Watch your language

Power up your online presence

Speak up

6.

7.

8.

Women in particular have a tendency to play down their part as
an individual and focus on the performance of the team. This is
very magnanimous (and you must give or share credit when it’s
due) but always playing down your impact, won’t get you
noticed.
 
A simple linguistic change can make all the difference so when
telling your success anecdotes or sharing your wins, use “I’ not
“we” as appropriate.

You will be “googled” at some point and it is vital that what your
colleague, potential new employer or client find shows you in the
best possible light. 
 
Still the best platform for people in our industry to get noticed is
Linkedin where having an up to date profile including
qualifications, role descriptions etc.. is critical. Share links to any
publications you've contributed to or industry relevant articles
(ideally with your expert comments) as an easy, non-icky way to
showcase your knowledge, experience and achievements.

Speak in every meeting you go to.
Every, Single, One. Share your idea
early (before someone beats you to it!)
or ask a great question that moves the
discussion forward.
 
This way you will be seen as an
engaged and valuable contributor not
a mute hanger on, whom people can
overlook.
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Ask for stretch opportunities

Get more facetime

9.

10.

Promotions are rarely given to those who don’t ask for additional
responsibilities. Why? 
 
Because managers are looking to promote those who consistently
strive to go above and beyond what’s asked of them and who want to
become leaders within the organisation. So use your past success as a
springboard to ask for new opportunities.

In person time with senior leaders
enables you to keep up to date with
what is going on, hear about new
opportunities you could go for or
challenges they are facing that you
can help solve.
 
Solicit their advice over coffee and
make sure you spend more time
listening than speaking.

Head down at your desk, diligently completing your work is
a tactic that may have got you “A” grades in exams but the
reality is that hard work alone will not get you ahead in the
world of work.

Build Your Relationships
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Build that little black book

Step up to add value

Ask for feedback

11.

12.

13.

Have you ever heard the saying “It’s not what you know, but who
knows what you know that matters”? Cheesy maybe, but experience
and research bear it out.
 
There are lots of ways to build your professional network but the
easiest way to start? Get away from your desk and talk to people
you’ve been e-mailing – face to face. 
 
For more tips check out our Network Building Toolkit

One quick and easy way to build your reputation within your own
organisation is to look for and volunteer for projects; just ensure
that the projects align with your career goals.
 
Helping to organise the interdepartmental bowling night might be
good for contact building when you’re starting out in your career
but if you’re looking to become known as a subject matter expert,
volunteering to speak at an upcoming conference, to coordinate a
series of lunch and learns or work on a cross selling project would
be a better investment of your time.

Everyone loves being asked for their opinion and it’s always
flattering when someone not only asks for, but also then takes your
suggestions on board.
 
You’ll soon be seen as someone who is eager to learn, open to
feedback and when that person sees you implementing their advice,
they become automatically invested in your success and very likely
to showcase it themselves.
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Find a mentor (or ideally several)

Make the most of a sponsor

Solve problems

14.

15.

16.

A mentor isn’t your personal PR agent but they are in a perfect position
to help you shine. A good mentor can give you objective feedback on
how you’re perceived as well as see and put into words for you what you
may not see about yourself. 
 
They can help you determine what sets you apart and will draw on their
experience to help you and give advice. A great mentoring relationship
may also lead to them being a sponsor for you - looking out for
opportunities you might be interested in, perhaps even putting you
forward helping set you on a path to success. A well-chosen mentor will
also know the lay of the land in your organisation and/or industry and
help you learn to navigate the corporate ladder.

A sponsor is someone who supports you and who advocates for you.
They can say things that you could never say about yourself, they are
the perfect people to broadcast your brilliance and put you forward for
opportunities. Make sure you share your aspirations and goals so they
can help you in the direction you want to go in. The best part? You
don’t need to feel in the slightest bit icky when they talk about you to
everyone who is willing to listen.

If you are working on a project across teams or departments, proactively
set up meetings and ask colleagues what their challenges are and how
you can help.
 
Adopt a problem-solving mindset; most people run away from problems
so be the person that runs towards them; find problems that need
solving and offer solutions where you can. Be a proactive person who is
always thinking about ways to improve things and to innovate and you’ll
be noticed for all the right reasons.
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Praise freely

Call it out

17.

18.

When you are generous with both your advice and
your praise you become a go-to person at work;
someone that people genuinely like and respect.
 
This helps others build confidence and bolsters
your reputation putting you in an excellent 
position to get your next pay rise, management
promotion or exciting project.

Women and minority groups are often judged more harshly for certain
behaviours so when you hear a woman called “aggressive”, “bossy”, or
“hysterical” request a specific example of what she did and then ask
with genuine curiosity (not accusation), “That's an interesting word to
use, how would you have reacted if a man did the same thing?”.
 
In many cases the answer will make them think – they’d see the
behaviour as “assertive”, “directive” or “angry” which have very
different connotations. The more we bring bias to the fore for each
other, the quicker it can be dispelled.

Self-promotion is not just about actively promoting
yourself, it’s about being generous and secure enough to
shine the spotlight on others. A good team member gets
the job done, a great leader gets the job done with others
and shares that success.

Shine the Spotlight on Others
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Amplification technique

Become a mentor

Sponsor others

19.

20.

21.

Used by women in the Whitehouse, this simple rhetorical technique
helps to curb interruptions and reinforces points made by others to
ensure they are heard.
 
When someone makes a good point that is ignored, repeat it, and
give credit to the originator or if they have been interrupted say “I’d
like to hear more from Jacqueline…” This makes the speaker and
idea more likely to be heard and harder to ignore.

Mentorship doesn’t need to be formal,
“meet for an hour, once a week, every
week” type relationship it can be as simple
as having a coffee, listening to someone
and sharing the benefit of your
experience.
 
If you’re further along in your career, pay
it forward by investing in someone who’s
just starting out and offer them support. If
you’re early in your career, find someone
who’s coming up behind you or a student who’s interested in your field.

Being a sponsor is not just for the most senior among us, simply put
a sponsor is someone who promotes the interests of others.
 
You can do that for your team members, your peers and even those
more senior than you. As a bonus, speaking well of others,
highlighting their skills and achievements reflects well on you and
positions you as a future leader.
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When women were most proactive in making their achievements

visible they advanced further…were more satisfied with their

careers, and had greater compensation growth than women who

were less focused on calling attention to their successes.

Which of these ideas are you doing and which could you try
out? 
 
They won't all suit you but we encourage you to push
outside your comfort zone and try at least one a week. 

What am I currently doing to raise my profile? 
What opportunities are coming up to do so?
What can I do on a weekly basis to promote myself and the
good work I am doing?
Who do I need to spend more time with?
What are my barriers to self promotion?
What can I do to overcome them?
What am I proud of achieving in my career?
What is my "Lime Street Response" and am I comfortable
using it?

Take Time to Reflect
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